Here at TacMed, we are continuously improving and evolving our products. The SOF® Tourniquet GEN 4 (SDFTT-W) is a true generational upgrade to the most effective tourniquet on the market. The GEN 4 includes the new Retention Clip which allows for overall easier application, the new Redesigned Windlass for easier securing, the Quick-Compression Buckle added last year for smoother manipulation, and Reinforced Material for even more durability. The best tourniquet just got better.

1. Retention Clip

Locks the windlass in place after the tourniquet has been applied, virtually eliminating any risk of accidental release and allows for easier one-handed applications.

2. Redesigned Windlass

Makes securing the windlass in the clip and tri-ring easier, increasing the effectiveness of the dual retention system while maintaining its strength and distinct conical ends.

3. Quick-Compression Buckle

Allows for smoother buckle manipulation, which results in easier one-handed applications and overall faster application time.

4. Reinforced Material

Increases the tourniquet’s overall ruggedness and durability.

TOURNIQUET COLOR OPTIONS

- BLUE TRAINER VERSION
  PRODUCT NUMBER/ SOFTT-W-TRN

- ORANGE RESCUE VERSION
  PRODUCT NUMBER/ SOFTT-W-R

- RED VERSION
  PRODUCT NUMBER/ SOFTT-W-RC

- TAN VERSION
  PRODUCT NUMBER/ SOFTT-W-TAN

The SOF® Tourniquet Gen 4 is one of only two windlass tourniquets approved for use by the Department of Defense, one of only two windlass tourniquets approved for use by the Committee on Tactical Combat Casualty Care.